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Figure 1. Source Darwin image with examples of evolved abstract portraits created using an automatic creative system.

ABSTRACT
A perceived limitation of evolutionary art and design algorithms
is that they rely on human intervention; the artist selects the most
aesthetically pleasing variants of one generation to produce the
next. This paper discusses how computer generated art and design
can become more creatively human-like with respect to both
process and outcome. As an example of a step in this direction,
we present an algorithm that overcomes the above limitation by
employing an automatic fitness function. The goal is to evolve
abstract portraits of Darwin, using our 2nd generation fitness
function which rewards genomes that not just produce a likeness
of Darwin but exhibit certain strategies characteristic of human
artists. We note that in human creativity, change is less choosing
amongst randomly generated variants and more capitalizing on
the associative structure of a conceptual network to hone in on a
vision. We discuss how to achieve this fluidity algorithmically.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.0 [Artificial Intelligence]: General – Cognitive simulation.
J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and Humanities - Fine arts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human creativity results in items that are not just unusual, but
useful or aesthetically pleasing. To what extent can this be
mimicked by a computer, and to what extent is human input
necessary to make decisions along the way as to how the
computer program should proceed next? In this paper we describe
a portrait painter evolutionary algorithm that does not rely on
human intervention. We also discuss further steps for generating
complex and aesthetically appealing computer art using
algorithms that employ more human-like creative mechanisms.
Through neuroimaging studies, theoretical and empirical work on
the psychology of creativity, and simulation, we are gaining
insight into the once mysterious process of creativity. The paper
will conclude with a discussion of how research on the
mechanisms underlying human creativity and the personality
traits of creative individuals can inform the development of
computational systems for art and design generation.

2. CREATIVITY RESEARCH
It has long been believed that creativity involves an uncensored,
‘primary process’, or associative form of thought, in which, as
famously described by mathematician Henri Poincare: “ideas rise

from the crowds”, and seem to float, collide and connect. This is
supported by neuroimaging technologies such as fMRI studies,
which permit neuroscientists to visualize human brain activity in
awake individuals as they conduct various tasks. These studies
show that associative thought occurs when multiple regions of the
highly developed human association cortex interact with one
another [1]. Andreasen proposes that at this point the brain is
functioning as a self-organizing system at the proverbial ‘edge of
chaos’, where associative thought processes reign. At the neural
level, associations begin to form where they did not previously
exist, allowing for enriched connectivity between the various
association cortices, or even creating new kinds of connectivity.
An interesting finding arises from the case-study work is that
creators often work within a very structured domain, following
rules that they eventually break free of. They use the template of a
sonnet, opera, symphony, comedy or tragedy as a base from
which to depart and elaborate. For example, when Michelangelo
created his sculpture of David, he took as a departure point, the
archetypal narrative as well as sculptures of David by other great
Renaissance masters. His genius lay in that he was able to break
loose from an established form to create something new with
respect to both in conceptualization and execution.
Thus creativity is not just a matter of eliminating rules but of
assimilating and then breaking free of them where warranted.
Indeed a considerable body of research suggests that the creative
process involves not just increased fluidity or free associative
thought, but increased fluidity tempered with increased restraint.
As Feist (1999) puts it: “It is not unbridled psychoticism that is
most strongly associated with creativity, but psychoticism
tempered by high ego strength or ego control. Paradoxically,
creative people appear to be simultaneously very labile and
mutable and yet can be rather controlled and stable”. The
existence of two stages of the creative process is consistent with
the widely held view that there are two distinct forms of thought
[5, 20, 21, 22, 29). It has been proposed that creativity involves
the ability to vary the degree of conceptual fluidity in response to
the demands of any given phase of the creative process [7, 8, 9,
10]. This is referred to as contextual focus. Focused attention
produces analytic thought, which is conducive to manipulating
symbolic primitives and deducing laws of cause and effect, while
defocusing attention produces fluid or associative thought which
is conducive to analogy and unearthing relationships of
correlation. It is this conceptual fluidity of contextual focus that
we have implemented within our 2nd iteration of the abstract
portrait fitness function algorithm.
The theory that one can shift between associative and analytic
thought depending on the situation is supported by the
neuroimaging studies mentioned previously, which show that the
brain is constantly adapting and changing in response to the
demands and pressures of the environment that it encounters. It
was demonstrated that activated cell assemblies are composed of
multiple ‘neural cliques’, groups of neurons that respond
differentially to general or context-specific aspects of a situation
[16, 17]. Neural cliques that would not be included in the
assembly if one were in an analytic mode, but would be if one
were in an associative mode, are referred to as neurds [11]. It is
posited that the shift to a more associative mode of thought
conducive to insight is accomplished by recruiting neurds that
respond to abstract or atypical subsymbolic microfeatures of the
problem or situation. Since memory is distributed and contentaddressable this fosters reminding and the forging of creative
connections to potentially relevant items previously encoded in

those neurons. Thus it is proposed that creative thought involves
neither randomness [25, 26, 27], nor search through a space of
predefined alternatives [24, 32, 33, 34]), but emerges naturally
through the recruitment of neurds. It is suggested that this occurs
when there is a need to resolve conceptual gaps in ones’ internal
model of the world, and resolution involves context-driven
actualization of the potentiality afforded by its fine-grained
associative structure.

3. COMPUTER ART RESEARCH
The algorithm described here falls under the class of creative
evolutionary systems [4]. Creative evolutionary systems grew out
of evolutionary computation, a class of search algorithms inspired
by Darwinian evolution, the most popular of which are genetic
algorithms (GA) and genetic programming (GP) [14]). These
techniques solve complex problems by encoding a population of
randomly generated potential solutions as ‘genetic instruction
sets’, assessing the ability of each to solve the problem using a
predefined fitness function, mutating and/or marrying (applying
crossover to) the best to yield a new generation, and repeating
until one of the offspring yields an acceptable solution.
Whereas GAs and GP are generally employed to solve
optimization problems, creative evolutionary systems are used to
evolve aesthetically pleasing or innovative structures. In order to
favor innovative solutions, rather than building in a preconceived
notion of what is optimal, they lean toward starting with low-level
building blocks for constructing solutions, and tend toward a
relaxation or removal of constraints, both of which facilitate
exploration. While strong constraining or parameterization of a
function set allows for fast and optimized results, it limits the
available search space and hence the ability of the system to come
up with solutions that are ‘outside the box’. The hazard of this
approach is a very large search space (creating longer runs) or
worse, the possibility of getting caught in local minima. (We will
discuss shortly how this is dealt with using Cartesian GP.)
Although creative evolutionary systems are unquestionably useful
as tools to enhance our own creative processes [4], and have
generated some impressive art, music, and design [23, 28, 30], the
extent to which they are genuinely creative is a source of debate.
In artistic domains, one faces a challenge that does not arise with
optimization problems: how do you write a logical fitness
function that has an aesthetic sense? To get around this problem,
unlike other forms of evolutionary computation, they require a
human to guide the direction of the evolutionary search [3, 13,
28]). While this kind of computer / human collaboration is an
interesting and successful technique, it has several disadvantages.
A first is speed; the system stops at every run and waits for a
human to judge the results. A second is coverage: it is impossible
to give a human all the possibilities to judge from, so most
systems of this type limit the population (i.e. 8-16 individuals). A
third problem is that in this context humans tend to base decisions
on how things appear at that moment rather than on long term
potential to evolve. A final (and to us, fundamental) shortcoming
of the human ‘creative decision maker’ approach is that it
sidesteps the goal of understanding the creative process to the
point where we can make a computer be genuinely creative.

4. BUILDING AESTHETIC SENSIBILITY
INTO A COMPUTER ART PROGRAM
The portrait painter system described here uses an automatic
fitness function, albeit specific to a portrait painting, thereby

addressing this perceived shortcoming of creative evolutionary
systems and directly exploring to what extent computer
algorithms can be creative on their own (Figure 1). Others have
begun to use creative evolutionary systems with an automatic
fitness function in design and music [4], as well as building of a
creative invention machine [15]. What is unique in our approach
is that it incorporates techniques inspired by both creativity
research, and capitalizes on recent developments in GP by
employing a form of GP called Cartesian Genetic Programming
(CGP) [18, 31]. Genetic programming starts with a population of
randomly generated computer programs composed of the
available ingredients from the created function set. Genetic
programming iteratively transforms a population of programs into
a new generation by applying Darwinian techniques.
CGP uses GP techniques (crossover, mutation, and survival), but
differs in certain key respects. The program is represented by a
directed graph of indexed nodes. Each node has a number of
inputs and a function that gives an output based on the inputs. The
genotype is a list of integers that determine the connectivity and
functionality of the nodes, which can be mutated and mated to
create new directed graphs. CGP also has several features that
foster creativity including (1) because of its node based structure
it facilitates the creation of visual mapping modules, (2) its
structure accommodates a sophisticated color space model which
enables painterly decision making, and most importantly (3) its
component-based approach favors exploration over optimization
by allowing different genotypes to map to the same phenotype.
The last technique uses redundancy at the input, node, and
functional levels, allowing the genotype to contain nodes that are
not connected to the output nodes and so not expressed in the
phenotype. Having different genotypes (recipes) map to the same
phenotype (output) provides CGP with greater neutrality [35].
The advantage is that when a plateau or local minima is reached,
unexpressed nodes in the genotype change, potentially leading to
an improvement in fitness later on when expressed, and a chance
to escape local minima. In our 2nd iteration fitness function we are
able to move towards more associative 'fuzzy rules of art' fitness
testing over the more focused resemblance function testing based
on these redundancy triggers.
Our work is based on Ashmore and Miller's [2] CGP application
to evolve visual algorithms for enhanced image complexity or
circular objects in an image. Most of their efforts involve
initializing a population and then letting the user take over. Our
initial prototype was based upon their approach, but expanded it
with a more sophisticated similarity and creativity function, and
revised their system for a portrait painter process. Our second
iteration, which is the focus of this paper, introduces a fitness
function algorithm that incorporates the findings from creativity
research discussed earlier, including contextual focus (a variable
level of fluidity and control over different phases of the creative
process). The fitness function varies fluidly from tightly focusing
on resemblance (similarity to the sitter image, which in this case
is the Darwin portrait), to swinging (based on functional triggers)
toward a more associative process, intertwining, and at times
contradicting, 'rules' of abstract portrait painting (details below).
Different genotypes map to the same phenotype allows us to vary
the degree of creative fluidity because it offers the capacity to
move though the search space via genotype (small ordered
movement) or phenotype (large movement but still related). For
example, in one set of experiments this is implemented as
follows: if the fittest individual of a population is identical to an
individual in the previous generation for more than three
iterations, other genotypes that map to this same phenotype are

chosen over the current non-progressing genotype. The next
section discusses other areas we incorporated creativity research.
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Figure 2. Our 2nd generation fitness function mimics human
creativity by moving between restrained focus (resemblance)
to more unstructured associative focus (resemblance + more
ambiguous art rules of composition, tonality and color
theory).

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The automatic fitness function partly uses a 'portrait to sitter'
resemblance. Our fitness function must give a specific and
correlated score at any resolution level to be effective; judging
painterly similarity of any portrait image in deciding which
individuals are more fit even in very early runs. This non-trivial
assessment at early runs is one of the reasons why creative fitness
functions are still very difficult to write. They must judge even
very early arbitrary results with full accuracy.
Since the advent of photography, portrait painting has not just
been about accurate reproduction, but also about using modern
painterly goals to achieve a creative representation of the sitter.
We have created a fitness function that mainly rewards accurate
representation, but given certain situations it also rewards visual
painterly aesthetics using simple rules of art creation as well as a
portrait knowledge space. Specifically, the painterly portion of
our fitness function 1) weighs for face versus background
composition, 2) tonal similarity over exact color similarity
matched with a sophisticated artistic color space model which
weighs for warm-cool color temperature relationships based
analogous and complementary color harmony rules and 3)
unequal dominate and subdominant tone and color rules and other
artistic rules based on a portrait painter knowledge domain [6] as
illustrated in figure 2. It is also possible (and possibly the
direction of our next version of the program) to evolve these
creative evaluations simultaneously with the system. This can
alter the dimensionality of a space, the parameterization, as well
as the representation of solutions, allowing for more creative
automation. However as we explain in the next section, in this

current version, we mostly weight heavily towards resemblance,
which gives us a structured system, but can under the influence of
functional triggers allow for artistic creativity. The approach
gives us novelty and innovation from within, or better said,
responding to a structured system -- a trait of human creative
individuals. Portrait programs in the beginning of the run will
look less like the sitter but from an aesthetic point of view might
be highly desirable, since the function set has been built with
painterly rules.

structural rules (as in the templates of a sonnet, tragedy, or in this
case a resemblance to the sitter image) as a resource or base to
elaborate new variants beyond that structure (abstracted variation
of the sitter image). That is, being novel needs a reference system
to rebel and innovate from. In our system, those individuals that
doggedly strive to resemble the Darwin source move the system
forward (as they attain the highest resemblance scores and
strategically move the system closer to the source image from a
resemblance point of view) allowing their related family members
to be more innovatively artistic (via large local exploration) as
safe variants from the patriarchs. Figure 5 shows both types of
individuals working synergistically, while Figure 4 only contains
the 'resemblance' patriarchs. The goal is not to remake the
Darwin portrait, but to explore a family tree of related and living
portraits that inherit creative painting strategies through an
evolutionary process. We aim to eventually iterate a system that
can be creative in a range of artistic and design oriented spaces
beyond artistic portrait.

6. RESULTS

Figure 3. Two portrait programs are mated together showing
merged strategies of the offspring.
Our first prototype ran on one high-end PC for 50 days. Our 2nd
iteration as described above ran for approximately the same
duration. Since the genes of each portrait can be saved, it is
possible to re-combine (marry) and re-evolve any of the art works
in new variants (Figure 3). As the fitness score increases, portraits
look more like the sitter (Figure 4). This gives us a somewhat
known spread from very primitive (abstract) all the way through
realistic portraits. So in effect our system has two ongoing
progressing processes: 1) those 'most fit' portraits that pass on
their portrait resemblance strategies, making for more and more
realistic portraits - the family 'resemblance' patriarchs (Figure 4),
and 2) the creative 'strange uncles': related to the current
'resemblance fit', but portraits that are more artistically creative or
'artistically fit'. This dual evolving technique of 'patriarchs and
strange uncles' attempts to mimic known aspect of creative
individuals discussed in section 3, that is the paradoxical
technique where creative people use the existence of some strong

The images in Figure 5 show selected portraits, going in
chronological order. These represent a larger collection, and show
both those best at resemblance of the peers, as well as those that
are artistically compelling from an abstract portrait perspective.
While the overall population improves at resembling Darwin's
portrait, what is more interesting to us is the variety of recurring,
emergent and merged creative strategies that evolve as the
programs in different ways to become better abstract portraitists.

7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTION
We have incorporated research on human creativity into a
relativity new form of evolutionary computation, which has been
modified to encourage the development of creative, painterly
techniques. The domain of portrait painting was chosen because it
leans heavily on resemblance (a closed and known issue for
computer algorithms), but also has an opened ended creative
space and a known portrait sitter/painter relationship well suited
to exploring computer creativity. The program indeed evolves
creative strategies to become better abstract portraitists. We are
continually refining the painterly portions of the automatic fitness
function from lessons learned in past runs, and for our next pass
we are adding more creative, structural elements to the current
open-ended general system.

Figure 4. Source Darwin portrait, part of the fitness function, followed by an evolved progression of portraits of best resemblance.

In the first 100s of populations, color and curves emerge, our first glimmer of a move toward approximating Darwin's image. 100s later we
see bands resembling the vertical lighting of the portrait (#4 below), that then twist & curve.

Soon even thinner bands/twists strategies create the dominant form (# 2 below) and from it the first 'head shapes' appear.

The eventual expression of initially unexpressed modified nodes (via genetic drift) brings in a novel, colorful phase.

A new best form #2 replaces #1 below. With this ramped dominant strategy, #2 below heralds in the soft blobby era.

The next major strategy to appear is the addition of the left 'raccoon patch' eye area and the right eye.

A more painterly phase begins, combining head shape & texture. The last 2, show abstraction and resemblance.

Figure 5. Portraits in chronological order, selected as examples of the process (from a larger sampling at www.dipaola.org/evolve).
An ambitious direction for future work is to allow the fitness
function to emerge within a neural network or probabilistic

cognitive architecture. The rationale for this move is largely
theoretical. It has been argued that Darwinian algorithms are less

than ideal simulations of creative cognition because human
creativity is not so much a matter of randomly generating vast
quantity of possibilities and selecting the best, but of honing and
revising one particular creative product, approximating ever more
closely one’s insight or vision [10]. To be sure, ideas evolve to
some extent when passed on to offspring who, by random
accident, put their own spin on them. But to a greater extent they
are the product of intuition and strategy in the mind of particular
individuals who contemplate them for extended periods. So
natural selection is not the only or even primary agent of change.
Moreover even when there is selection going on in a creative
thought process, it cannot be described in Darwinian terms
because it violates some of the conditions that make natural
selection applicable to a formal description of change of state (for
example, the fitness function is never the same for all variants;
each is evaluated in light of the ones that were generated
previously). The argument here is not that human creativity
cannot be formally described as an evolution process; it is that it
cannot be described as a selection process. It is proposed that a
creative idea evolves through a process of context-driven
actualization of potential, or CAP [12]. That is, an idea exists in a
certain state with the potential to change different ways depending
on the mind that mulls it over and the context (situation or
environment) that mind encounters. This interaction between
mind and context causes an idea to undergo a change of state.
Now the idea not only exists in a slightly altered form, but its
potential for further change is also altered. This change of state of
the idea feeds back on the state of the mind and the state of the
context, such that the idea may undergo another change of state,
which has associated with it a different set of potential future
states. This continues until the interaction between mind and
context produces no further change in the idea, at which point the
idea is said to be in an eigenstate or end state with respect to this
context. Returning to the topic of computer art, our goal is to
further the development of the human creativity inspired aspects
of the approach initiated here to the point where we can do away
with the Darwinian, population-based aspect of the program,
replacing it with a CAP approach.
Key to this is increased understanding of how the potentiality of
an idea changes and is affected by both the associative structure
and the goals and desires of the mind it ‘finds itself in’. To this
end, future research will involve adding specific painterly and
portrait knowledge with the goal of continuing to improve the
automatic portrait painter system with human painterly
knowledge. To better approximate a human portraitist’s technique
we are redesigning the functions in the function set to be reactions
to the color and position of the sitter image (the current system
function set is blind to the sitter image). This way, any decision on
a paint stroke output is a direct reaction to the input recognition
(what the artist sees in the sitter scene). This would mean that,
once a pleasing portrait image/individual is created, the program
could use its same painterly strategies on any new sitter image,
thereby creating a true portrait painter. A successful portraitist
program might even have ‘one-man’ shows and take
commissions, allowing its human creator to play a background
role as its talent agent. It could eventually even be bred it with
other successful portraitist programs similar to racing horses,
allowing for experiments into cultural and collaborative creativity.
This ‘matching output stroke to input analysis’ technique with
other modifications would facilitate the realization of another
goal: to have resolution-independent portraits, allowing small

portrait sizes for speed during the evolving process, but larger
sizes that reveal additional painterly and surface details for final
artwork -- as a human might make many creative sketches before
the fully finished work.
We would like to explore the extent to which techniques used here
can be transported to other domains such as art and design, music,
authoring, HCI, entertainment, and gaming. The mechanisms will
be kept general since we believe it is the associative, domaingeneral (rather than specialized, domain-specific) aspect of a
creative architecture (organic or artificial) that is its greatest asset.
Finally, we foresee a possible research application as a test bed for
simulating creative processes or an educational tool for gaining
hands-on understanding of evolutionary and creative processes.
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